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Abstract

School of International Liberal Studies (SILS) has accepted numerous international

students since it was established in 2004. The international students in SILS who

cannot speak Japanese well have to take 24 credits of Japanese linguistic courses as

compulsory subject. However, how to select the 24 credits of Japanese linguistic courses

depends on the international students themselves. In this graduation thesis, present

situation in Japanese learning among Chinese students will be focused on the

arrangement of selecting Japanese linguistic courses, the attitudes on selecting

Japanese linguistic courses and expectation of Japanese learning. Throughout the three

aspects, the present situation in Japanese learning among Chinese students in SILS

will be clearly figured out and it will be a brilliant chance to improve Japanese linguistic

education in Waseda University.

In previous research, numerous persuasive points have been figured out to support

this graduation thesis. The first point is about the contradiction between

and present situation in SILS.

is a brand new plan set after by

Japanese government. As a policy for taking more foreign students, especially students

with better academic power, as possibly, Japanese government starts taking foreign

students with brilliant English ability in priority while Japanese government selects 13

famous Japanese university for setting English courses ( ). However, in

, it is mentioned that like the English courses,

opportunity for learning Japanese language and culture should be offered as well.

Throughout the 4-year university learning, Japanese government expects that for

foreign students with brilliant English ability, Japanese learning should be reached in

such a level that can be practically used in Japanese society. However, in SILS, there

are not so many foreign students who pay efforts on Japanese learning. Some foreign

senior students cannot even speak basic Japanese any more. Therefore, the



contradiction between and present situation in

SILS is such a serious problem. Secondly, the method of classifying attitudes on

selecting courses has been figured out throughout the previous research. According to

Miyake (1999), attitudes on selecting courses were divided into five types with a

well-organized questionnaire.

A. type of selecting courses: actively, with no standard of course selecting

B. type of selecting courses: focus on self-study, make use of characteristics

C. rsonality

D. type of selecting courses: actively, tend toward selecting any course

E. type of selecting courses: focus on how to earn credits easily

After Miyake (1999), Makino (2001) used the same questionnaire for investigating the attitude

on selecting liberal courses and Makino divided the attitudes into three types.

A. type of selecting courses: focus on how to earn credits easily

B. type of selecting courses: focus on course content and usefulness

C. type of selecting courses: negatively

Miyake (1999) and Makino (2011) are greatly helpful to the graduation thesis not only the

well-organized questionnaire but the method how to classify the survey result objectively. In

this graduation thesis, the method of investigation designed by Miyake and Makino will be used

to survey the Chinese students in SILS.

is the general plan and the result of investigation.

Subject of research:

Chinese students in SILS who have earned 24 credits of Japanese linguistic courses

Approach of research:

A questionnaire about expectation of Japanese learning

A questionnaire about attitudes on selecting courses

A questionnaire about arrangement of selected Japanese courses (the 24 credits)

An interview about career and related things



The basic data of the ten Chinese students

The result of expectation of Japanese learning

-

The result about when the Chinese students lost their expectation of Japanese learning

University freshmen

Sophomore

Gender Level A Level B Career Remarks

M Level 1 Level 6 Graduate school in US Canada Exchange Project

M Level 6 Level 6 Job hunting in Japan Nothing in particular

M Level 2 Level 6 Graduate school in Germany Like Japanese animation

M Level 2 Level 6 Job hunting in Japan Nothing in particular

M Level 1 Level 4 Graduate school in Britain Nothing in particular

M Level 6 Level 8 Job hunting in Japan Japanese as 1st foreign language

M Level 1 Level 8 Graduate school in Japan Nothing in particular

F Level 1 Level 8 Job hunting in Japan Nothing in particular

F Level 2 Level 5 Back to China Nothing in particular

F Level 2 Level 5 Back to China Internship in Japan

Expectation A yes no yes yes yes - yes yes yes yes

Expectation B no no yes yes no - yes yes no no



Why the Chinese students lost their expectation of Japanese learning?

Here are main four reasons.

A In SILS, there is no necessary to learn Japanese well compared with English for academic

study.

B Simple Japanese is so enough to solve numerous problems while living in Japan.

C Focusing on English is better because of the career plan.

D To those who have brilliant Japanese ability in entry to university, there is no expectation

to Japanese learning among Japanese courses offered by Waseda University.

The result of Attitudes on course selecting

Survey Items Result of Survey

Ease of earning credits 19.143/35(54.69 )

Goodness of course content 22.429/30(74.76 )

Usefulness of course content 12.000/15(80.00 )

Other Items 12.142/25(48.57 )

According to the result of survey above, Chinese students in SILS do not have a big problem

about attitude on course selecting and they focus on the goodness and usefulness of course

content in a deep degree. However, the expectation of Japanese learning is such a problem that

almost half of the Chinese students lost the expectation in sophomore. Therefore, it can be

assumed that compared with attitudes on course selecting, expectation of Japanese learning has

a great effect on Japanese course selecting.

Ranking of the keywords of Japanese linguistic course (the first 12 keywords)

Ranking Keyword Ranking Keyword

1st Kanji 7th Reading

2nd Grammar 8th Literature

3rd Living 9th Movie

4th Communication 10th Job

5th Pronunciation 11th Writing

6th Listening 12th Academic

In this chart, it is obvious to see that Kanji, Grammar and Pronunciation are in the first, the

second and the fifth. It can reflect that Chinese students in SILS tend to select Japanese



linguistic courses with these keywords for speaking Japanese more correctly. However, there are

few Chinese students taking Japanese linguistic courses with keywords like academic, which

means Chinese students in SILS do not tend to select academic Japanese linguistic courses

without clear aim to stay in Japan.

Four types based on the arrangement of Japanese course selecting

A Type of deep-rise based on the arrangement of Japanese course selecting

Japanese learners of type of Deep-rise in the survey are the Chinese students who started

learning Japanese from Level 1 to Level 8. Deep-

from entry to university to senior and their career plans are all like going to graduate school and

job hunting in Japan.

B Type of smooth-rise based on the arrangement of Japanese course selecting

Japanese learners of type of smooth-rise in the survey are the Chinese students who started

learning Japanese from Level 1 (or Level 2) to Level 6. The most obvious point of this type is

that nearly all the Chinese students in type of smooth-rise experienced one-year exchange

project. Mostly, in sophomore, they lost their expectation and started preparing for the one-year

exchange project. Therefore, they cannot improve their Japanese ability like deep-rise to level 8

because of the lack of one year for exchanging abroad.

C Type of negative-rise based on the arrangement of Japanese course selecting

Japanese learners of type of negative-rise in the survey are the Chinese students who started

learning Japanese from Level 1 (or Level 2) to Level 5. They tend to select Japanese linguistic

courses depending on whether their friends select the same course or how easy to earn credit. In

other words, they do not care about which course is fit their needs or level but subjective

reasons.

D Type of no-rise based on the arrangement of Japanese course selecting

Japanese learners of type of no-rise in the survey are the Chinese students who have brilliant

Japanese ability with no improvement in Japanese Learning in Waseda University. All the

courses they selected are lower than the level they are in. Although the number of students in

no-rise type is so few, it is better to help them improve Japanese ability by verifying types of

Japanese linguistic class.



Conclusions

A. According to the survey about attitude on selecting courses, Chinese students in SILS

attach importance to goodness and usefulness of course content mainly.

B. Although expectation of Japanese learning was kept in the entry of university, nearly half

of the Chinese students in the survey lost the expectation until sophomore.

C. Throughout the four types based on the arrangement of Japanese course selecting, it is

possible to learn Japanese from Level 1 to Level 8. However, to the students with high Japanese

ability, especially students in no-rise type, it is better to look for a more effective method to

avoid the appearance of students in no-rise type.

D. Throughout policy, foreign students with high English ability should be taken in

priority while strengthening Japanese education. According to the result of survey, how

to let foreign students keep taking expectation of Japanese learning is a serious issue to

consider about.


